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and 

Svetlana A. Fedoseeva

[W]hatever the difficulties may be in discovering new truths through the study of nature, the 
difficulties of getting them accepted are much greater still (Lamark 1809).2

Knowledge is not given to man as a gift: he usually pays for it in deprivations and hard work. 
Perhaps, therefore, people so willingly become accustomed to once established though entirely 
false views and so unwillingly begin to examine and rework them (Gorodtsov 1980). 

In order to begin to speak in one tongue, to understand one another and to work together, it is 
necessary at least to possess common knowledge (David 1982).

1 This work was originally published in Yakutsk in 2002 as Arkheologiya, paleolit Severo-Vostochnoi Azii, vnetropiches-
kaya prarodina chelovechestva i drevneishie etapy zaseleniya chelovekom Ameriki with the subtitle Tr. Prilenskoi 
arkheologicheskoi ekspeditsii. Doklad dlya Mezhdunarodnogo Severnogo arkheologicheskogo kongressa [Work 
of the Prilensk Archaeological Expedition. Report for the International Northern Archaeology Congress]. 
Khanty-Mansiisk, 9–14 September 2002.

2 Citations for quotations are from the English sources (when they could be found) and thus not translated from 
Russian.—Trans.
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